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Coronaviruses are a family of viruses pathogenic to humans. Coronavirus dis-
ease 2019 (COVID-19) is caused by severe acute respiratory syndrome corona-
virus 2 (SARS-CoV2), a single-stranded, positive-sense RNA virus. The virus can 

be translated directly into protein, and the synthesized negative RNA strand serves 
as a template for viral replication. The SARS-CoV2 genome encodes for structural 
proteins (spike, membrane, envelope, nucleocapsid) and regions necessary for viral 
replication (the open-reading frame 1a or 1b, RNA-dependent RNA polymerase, 
hemagglutinin-esterase). Laboratory diagnostics typically target 2 distinct genetic 
regions in the development of their assays to improve test accuracy and to reduce 
false-positive results through cross-reactivity with other Coronaviridae.

Most commonly, the diagnosis is made using a nasopharyngeal swab, but nasal 
swabs and saliva samples are becoming more common. Samples are preserved 
and transported in a viral stabilizing medium. The major laboratory-based methods 
currently available for the detection of SARS-CoV2 include real-time reverse-tran-
scription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), loop or isothermal nucleic acid ampli-
fication testing, next-generation sequencing, antigen-based testing, and clustered 
regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat–based technologies (Figure). RT-PCR 
is the most widely used technique for diagnosis of COVID-19. It is a specialized, 
quantitative molecular technique available in most major laboratories and the cur-
rent gold standard for SARS-CoV2 infection diagnosis. RT-PCR involves 2 major 
steps: viral extraction and amplification. Initially, no SARS-CoV2–specific primers 
existed. Once the nucleotide sequence of SARS-CoV2 was determined, then prim-
ers were designed that bind target regions of the genome (eg, nucleocapsid and 
envelope regions). In RT-PCR, viral RNA is first extracted from the medium and 
then reverse transcribed to cDNA. Using SARS-CoV2–specific primers, a DNA poly-
merase amplifies cDNA through rapid heating and cooling (ie, thermocycling). In 
RT-PCR, a fluorescent nucleotide probe can then bind its target sequence region, 
and a fluorophore is emitted. The process is repeated ≈35 to 45 times, and once 
the accumulation of fluorescence signal passes a specified level, the cycle thresh-
old, the test is considered positive. The highly manual and technical aspects of 
RT-PCR limit testing batches to ≈100 to 400 samples, which require 6 to 8 hours 
to complete. Recent technological innovations in RT-PCR, including the elimination 
of a dedicated extraction step, have reduced testing time to as little as 45 minutes.

Loop-mediated isothermal amplification or standard isothermal nucleic acid 
amplification testing is an alternative to RT-PCR that uses multiple primers that 
bind to complementary regions of the SARS-CoV2 genome and synthesize cDNA 
at a fixed temperature. Because no temperature cycling is required, the test can 
provide results within 15 to 20 minutes.1 The sensitivity of isothermal nucleic acid 
amplification testing came under scrutiny recently with the ID Now assay (Abbott 
Laboratories, Abbott Park IL), which approximates 75%2 and is more prone to 
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error because it is a point-of-care device with a wide 
range of end-user technical expertise. The likelihood 
of getting a false-negative test for all technologies 
varies according to the time between symptom onset 
and testing because of lower viral shedding early after 
infection.3 Large-scale testing of SARS-CoV2 will like-
ly require leveraging of next-generation sequencing 
technologies. Similar to RT-PCR, RNA is converted to 
cDNA. Each sample can be uniquely barcoded with a 
nucleotide sequence that allows sequencing of thou-
sands of patient samples simultaneously. Sequence 
data are then processed through a bioinformatics 
analysis to distinguish individual samples and to detect 
the SARS-CoV2 genome. The sensitivity parallels that 
of RT-PCR. Next-generation sequencing will be help-
ful for wide-scale disease detection efforts that are 
not time sensitive. Specificity of all these nucleic acid 
amplification techniques is >95% because the primers 
are specific to the SARS-CoV2 genome.

In contrast, antigen-based testing detects the pres-
ence of viral proteins. When the patient sample is added 

to the testing device, specific SARS-CoV2 proteins pres-
ent in the sample will bind antibody conjugated to a 
detector. These antigen-antibody complexes then bind 
to antibodies coated on a solid surface, and a signal 
is observed. It is a simpler and less expensive technol-
ogy compared with nucleic acid technologies. However, 
antigen-based detection is generally less sensitive, and 
this may be especially true in populations with lower 
expected viral loads such as asymptomatic patients 
undergoing preprocedural testing. Last, modifications 
of clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic 
repeat–based technology have been developed to de-
tect SARS-CoV2. A nuclease is programmed to detect 
a unique SARS-CoV2 nucleotide sequence. After the 
SARS-CoV2 genome is amplified, the nuclease can bind 
the target sequence, leading to enzyme activation and 
cleavage of the genome and a neighboring fluorescent 
probe. This releases a signal indicating the presence of 
SARS-CoV2.4

Given the wide array of tests available for the de-
tection of SARS-CoV2, navigating the testing landscape 

Figure. COVID-19 testing.
A nasopharyngeal (NP), oropharyngeal (OP), or nasal swab or saliva is collected, and the sample is placed in a viral medium to provide stability. The sample is then 
processed by molecular and antigen-based technologies that detect the presence of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV2). These include 
molecular techniques that directly detect the SARS-CoV2 nucleic acid sequence (reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction [RT-PCR], isothermal nucleic acid 
amplification testing [iNAAT], next-generation sequencing [NGS], and clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat [CRISPR]) or other technologies that 
detect viral antigens. The clinical sensitivities of the tests are provided for reference from the US Food and Drug Administration Emergency Use Authorization (FDA 
EUA) filing and vary according to manufacturer within each test category. The specificity of testing is generally >95%. COVID-19 indicates coronavirus disease 2019.
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can be daunting for cardiovascular practitioners. The se-
lection of testing will often be driven by the presence of 
clinical symptoms, contact with affected individuals, lo-
cal COVID-19 disease prevalence, and testing availabil-
ity. Patients with clinically suspected COVID-19 can be 
tested with the most rapid form of testing available lo-
cally, typically isothermal nucleic acid amplification test-
ing, antigen-testing, and clustered regularly interspaced 
short palindromic repeat–based testing. Given the high 
pretest probability, cardiovascular team members should 
be protected with full personal protective equipment re-
gardless of results to reduce disease acquisition given the 
imperfect sensitivity of these methodologies. Urgent/
emergent cardiovascular procedures should proceed to 
reduce cardiovascular morbidity and mortality, but elec-
tive procedures can be delayed until the patient conva-
lesces from the infection. For asymptomatic individuals, 
rapid point-of-care testing, if available, should improve 
clinical workflows without introducing an unnecessary 
patient burden and minimizing turn-around time. This 
may be particularly useful for high-volume noninvasive 
procedures such as echocardiography. Ultimately, if the 
local disease prevalence is low (<5%) and the patient 
is asymptomatic, then the posttest probability is so low 
that false-negative results are unlikely to have a signifi-
cant effect on the posttest likelihood of disease. There-
fore, even tests with a low sensitivity of ≈75% are likely 
to be sufficient for screening of asymptomatic patients.5

It is clear that testing is critical to ensure the safety 
of cardiovascular practitioners and patients and in our 
success to be able to get back to providing “normal” 
cardiovascular care.
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